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Abstract
This paper presents an update to a recent work that examined the correlations between
non-thermal indoor environmental conditions such as indoor air quality and noise levels, on
perceived thermal comfort of occupants in open-plan offices. The prior work made use of the
COPE dataset, a field study of about 800 offices conducted by the National Research Council of
Canada in the early 2000s. A novel Bayesian inference methodology was developed in order to
isolate meaningful correlations between perceived thermal comfort and non-thermal metrics.
It has been found that there exist statically significant correlations between some non-thermal
‘wellbeing type’ metrics of IEQ and thermal comfort, as perceived by occupants in open-plan
offices. The most significant finding is that a modest increase in measured indoor CO2 concentrations, from 500 ppm to 900 ppm, is found to be correlated with a decrease in perceived thermal satisfaction by 30%. This paper provides an update to that work based on a further field
study of 150 offices carried out at the University of British Columbia campus across 2019/2020.
It culminates in a proposed extension to the Fanger PMV thermal comfort model to include the
effects of meaningful non-thermal indoor conditions when predicting thermal satisfaction and
dissatisfaction.

Build Run-Time Environment
[2]: #create a clone (a local copy) of the repository containing the dataset on Github
%cd /content
!git clone https://CrosbySarah/eta-lab/COPE-PLUS_UBC_winter_and_summer-data.git
#update all origin branches on Git and merge them
%cd COPE-PLUS_UBC_winter_and_summer-data
!git pull
[ ]: #Install Python libraries and packages
!pip install arviz==0.6.1
!pip install pymc3==3.8
!pip install Theano==1.0.4
[ ]: #Import Python libraries and packages
import pickle
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import pandas as pd
import seaborn
import numpy as np
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import pymc3 as pm
import warnings
from matplotlib.patches import Patch
from matplotlib.lines import Line2D
warnings.filterwarnings('ignore')
pd.set_option('display.float_format', lambda x: '%.3f' % x)
from collections import OrderedDict
from sklearn import preprocessing
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
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Introduction

Occupant’s thermal comfort has become one of the most important aspects of the built environment nowadays. The potential implications of the occupant’s thermal dissatisfaction and its effect on cognitive performance as well as overall satisfaction have been the focus of recent research studies (Ferreira et al., 2012;
Visher, 2008; Jamrozik et al., 2017; Jensen et al., 2009; Int-Hout, 2013). The American Society for Heating
and Refrigeration Engineers (ASHRAE) defines thermal comfort as “the condition of the mind in which
satisfaction is expressed with the thermal environment"(ASHRAE Standard 55, 2013). The judgment of
thermal comfort is, therefore, a cognitive process influenced by occupant’s well-being and overall satisfaction (Djongyang et al., 2010).
In recent years, it has been increasingly observed that occupant’s thermal comfort can be influenced by
differences in mood, culture and other parameters of well-being Jamrozik et al., 2017; Jokl et al, 2006; and
Djongyang et al., 2010). Until now, in current building codes and standards, both physical and psychological indicators of indoor environmental quality are not yet taken into consideration in performance criteria
for IEQ. However, in 2014, the International WELL Building Institute launched the WELL building standard, a building performance accreditation scheme focusing only on the comfort and wellness of building
occupants (The WELL Building Standard, 2014).
While the WELL building standard has been emerging, many studies in the literature that have explored
the interdependencies between thermal comfort, IEQ, and building design have occurred in parallel. For
example, in prior studies by Al Horr et al. (2017); Huang et al. (2011); Kamaruzzaman et al. (2011); and
Rupp et al. (2015), the authors found that acoustic and visual comfort, biophilia, indoor air quality, and
office layout can affect overall occupant comfort and satisfaction. Wagner et al.(2007) found that occupants
who are generally satisfied with many non-thermal metrics of IEQ are more likely to be satisfied with thermal conditions as well. Jamrozik et al. (2017) studied the effect of six well-being factors on the occupant’s
satisfaction in a living lab experimental setup. They found that the perceptions of IEQ conditions that were
not varied were also affected. This finding suggests that building occupants’ perceptions of environmental
conditions may be holistic: dissatisfaction with one set of environmental conditions may affect occupants’
perception of the whole environment.
Crosby et al. (2019) and (2021) took advantage of the increasing awareness in the research of the interdependencies between perceived thermal comfort and overall IEQ. The authors have recently developed a
novel methodology that is able to evaluate the correlations between non-thermal parameters of IEQ, such
as indoor air quality and noise levels, and perceived thermal satisfaction of occupants of open-plan offices. They have applied advanced Bayesian inference techniques on a prior field dataset in order to predict
the relationships between surveyed occupant thermal dissatisfaction, thermal IEQ parameters and several
measurable non-thermal, “well-being”-type indoor environmental conditions. They found that there exist
statistically significant independent correlations between thermal comfort, as perceived by occupants of
open-plan offices, and some non-thermal IEQ parameters. The most significant finding is that a modest
increase in measured indoor CO2 concentrations, from 500 ppm to 900 ppm, is found to be correlated with
a decrease in perceived thermal satisfaction by 30%. The results have been tested for statistical significance
using three different model comparison approaches.
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It is, then, the purpose of this paper to make use of the recently developed method by Crosby et al. (2021)
and update their results using a more recent field study database. A large IEQ field study carried out
at the University of British Columbia (UBC) across 2019/2020 is presented in this paper. The new IEQ
field dataset consists of survey responses from occupants across offices of the UBC campus in Vancouver,
Canada, as well as indoor environmental physical measurements from around 150 workstations.
Recently, several studies in the literature have explored the deficiency of standard models of thermal comfort in accurately predicting true occupant thermal comfort, despite being used in international building
codes and standards for some time (Humphreys et al., 2002 and Oseland et al., 1994). This study seeks to
update the recent findings by Crosby et al. (2021) while addressing the most prevailing research gap with
respect to thermal comfort models by proposing an extension to the Fanger PMV model which consists of
a more holistic method of thermal comfort evaluation.
The goal of updating the COPE database with the newly collected data in UBC is to validate and test
the Bayesian method proposed by Crosby et al. (2021) while updating the ‘relatively old’ IEQ COPE field
dataset with a more recent one. If these results are found to be repeatable under different datasets types and
a variety of model input conditions and by using a new set of experimental procedures and methodologies,
it will indicate that the previous results and findings are robust and significant.

2
2.1

Methodologies
Bayesian Modelling of Thermal Comfort

Bayesian inference techniques have been applied in many recent studied to improve predictions of thermal
comfort using new observational data (Jensen et al., 2008 and Langevin et al. 2013)
One of the greatest advantages of adopting Bayesian methodologies in thermal comfort predictions is the
ability to incorporate different datasets into one thermal comfort model while updating prior knowledge on
thermal comfort’s distributions from past research into the current estimation of model parameters which
provides a robust manner of updating these parameters as more data becomes available.
As discussed in the introduction to this paper, a prevailing research gap with respect to standard models
of thermal comfort models is that these models have not always accurately predicted true thermal comfort
observations found in the field and only consider thermal parameters of IEQ when evaluating occupant’s
thermal comfort. However, Crosby et al. (2021) have recently proposed a method that seeks to evaluate
the correlations between non-thermal IEQ conditions, such as indoor lighting levels, and CO2, on metrics
and perceived thermal comfort. The research underlying this paper involves applying this novel Bayesian
methodology to a recent field IEQ study while updating and verifying these previous findings. This paper introduces two new indoor environmental parameters that are not included in Crosby et al.: Desktop
partition heights, and indoor concentrations of carbon monoxide.
In this paper, a Bayesian logistic regression model is applied and used as an expansion of the Fanger PMV
model in a manner that allows for the probability of occupant’s thermal dissatisfaction, p(D), or thermal
satisfaction, p(S) to be related not only to the original model terms of the Fanger PMV-PPD model, F = {T,
R, M, V}, but also to several non-thermal well-being IEQ parameters defined by a separate set of terms, W.
The thermal parameters, F, are specifically: T = air temperature (ºC), R =relative humidity (%), M = mean
radiant temperature (ºC), and V = air velocity (m/s). The measurable non-thermal well-being IEQ metrics
used in this study, defined by the set W = {C, N, L} are: C = indoor air CO2 levels (ppm), N = A-weighted
indoor noise levels (dBA), L = Measured desktop illuminance (lux).
The Bayesian network diagram of the model is shown in Figure 1, where posterior predictions of thermal
satisfaction p(S | F, W) can be determined as follows:
p( D | F, W) ∝ p(W | D ) · p(F | D ) · p(D)
Such that:
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(1)

p( D | F, W) =

p(W | D ) · p(F | D ) · p( D )
p(F, W)

(2)

For the equations above p( D | F) is the probabilistic model of thermal dissatisfaction given the thermal and
non-thermal well-being IEQ parameters. p(F | D ) is the likelihood distribution of observing the well-being
IEQ parameters, W given the observed thermal dissatisfaction, D.
[ ]: #import image from Github
file=('BN1.png')
from IPython.display import Image
Image(file)
[ ]:

Figure 1: A Bayesian Network of the developed thermal comfort model incorporating both thermal Fanger
and non-thermal wellbeing parameters

2.2
2.2.1

IEQ Field Data
Updating the COPE dataset

The Cost-effective Open-Plan Environment or the ‘COPE’ study, is a field IEQ data collected by the National
Research Council Canada (NRC). The COPE dataset consists of IEQ data collected from 779 workstations
and their occupants in nine buildings between 2000 and 2002 across Canada and the United States. The
IEQ data contains instantaneous physical measurements of IEQ conditions as well as data from satisfaction
survey responses. The physical measurements were taken using a cart-and-chair system for each visited
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workstation (Newsham et al., 2008). The IEQ parameters covered by the COPE dataset consist of over four
physical measurements of thermal conditions, such as temperature, relative humidity, and air velocity, and
additionally include 12 measurements of non-thermal conditions, such as noise levels, desktop illuminance,
and CO2 concentrations.
Crosby et al.(2021) have recently developed a novel approach for the prediction of thermal comfort, in
which they have evaluated the quantifiable correlations between measurable non-thermal “well-being”type parameters of IEQ and perceived thermal satisfaction. The authors took advantage of the COPE
dataset, made available for their study, and incorporated it into the developed Bayesian methodology. A
total of 28 different Bayesian models were developed to examine the relationship between thermal satisfaction, thermal dissatisfaction, and different combinations of thermal and non-thermal IEQ parameters
drawn from the COPE dataset.
The results revealed that there is evidence to suggest that some of the non-thermal IEQ parameters do
have independent correlations with perceived thermal dissatisfaction/satisfaction, at least in the open-plan
offices of the COPE dataset. It is also important to note that some of these novel findings have proven to
show substantial evidence of a correlation despite the limited range of data. It is also important to note that
this is the first known study to suggest that there exists a correlation between perceived thermal satisfaction
and non-thermal parameters of IEQ.
In this study, the COPE dataset will be used along with the newly collected data, explained in detail in
the following section, to update the ‘relatively old’ IEQ field data and verify and test the robustness of the
previous findings.

2.2.2

2.2.2. ESTEBAN-UBC IEQ data collection

2.2.2.1. Experimental Setup Such observable correlations have revealed the need for developing an
updated version of the data collected. A large IEQ field study has been conducted on the University of
British Columbia campus in Vancouver, Canada. The field study has been designed to examine the potential correlations between the occupant’s perceived thermal satisfaction/dissatisfaction and many thermal
and non-thermal parameters of IEQ. The database consists of instantaneous physical measurement of IEQ,
and spatial and manual measurements coupled with responses from an IEQ questionnaire collected from
150 workstations in five buildings between 2019 and 2020 from open-plan offices. Each building is visited
twice, in summer (between July and August 2019) and wintertime (between January and February 2020).
Participants are mostly University staff and faculty members from different schools and disciplines. The 14
buildings used in this study are mainly open-plan offices, except for a few semi-private offices (2-5 desks).
All potential participants were contacted by the research team beforehand and provided with an information package and asked to sign a consent form. Upon consent, each participant is scheduled to participate
in the experiment on a particular date and time. The procedure was approved by UBC’s Research ethics
board.

2.2.2.2. IEQ Satisfaction Questionnaire A satisfaction survey questionnaire is developed to collect
data from occupants asking them about their “right-here-right-now” satisfaction with the thermal environment as well as many environmental features in their workspace and their overall environmental satisfaction. Occupants were ensured to have been at a sedentary position at their workstation at least one
hour before data collection to make sure each participant was at a certain level of equilibrium with the
surrounding environment.
Participants were asked to fill out an anonymized questionnaire based on how they are feeling ‘right now’.
Participants completed a 41-questions survey at their workstation while the physical IEQ measurements are
collected. Questions about IEQ satisfaction included 3 different perception categories for each IEQ parameter: perceived levels (How would you rate the temperature at your workspace right now?), satisfaction
with perceived levels (How would you rate your satisfaction with the air temperature at your workspace
right now?), and preference to perceived levels ( How would rate your preference with respect to the air
temperature at your workspace right now?). These questions were answered on a 7-point Likert scale (1
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= Extremely dissatisfied and 7= Extremely satisfied). The survey covered satisfaction with the thermal
environment, job and workplace satisfaction, long term satisfaction with the air temperature, satisfaction
with background noise levels, lighting levels, daylight availability, glare, view to the outside, quality and
quantity of artificial lighting, air quality, air movement, humidity, IEQ controllability, and other individual
features of the workspace.

2.2.2.3. IEQ physical measurement A high precision IEQ sensors cart, ESTEBAN (Exceptional Sensing
Testbed for Environment, Biophilia, Air-quality, and Nippiness), is designed and built for this study. The
cart carries all the IEQ sensors required for the local microclimate measurement conducted at each workstation. For each participant, the occupant’s office chair is removed and replaced with the measurement cart.
ESTEBAN, as shown in Figure 2, holds a variety of sensors and measurement tools to record indoor air temperature, relative humidity, mean radiant temperature, CO2 concentrations, CO concentrations, TVOCs
concentrations, air velocity, A-weighted noise levels, horizontal and vertical illuminance levels, and NO
concentrations.
[ ]: #import image from Github
file=('ESTEBAN.png')
from IPython.display import Image
Image(file)
[ ]:

Figure 2: ESTEBAN -IEQ sensors cart developed for the UBC study
Manual and spatial measurements included participant clothing levels, workspace size, raining conditions,
blinds and windows presence and operability, desktop partition height, distance to the nearest indoor plant,
distance to the nearest windows, presence of a desk lamp, and 360° images of workspaces for future processing of percentage indoor greenery. Materials, types, and colours of office chair, walls, desktop partition
and ceiling, primary and secondary windows orientation, and ceiling height are also recorded. The IEQ
physical measurement and manual data collection take a total of about 10 minutes.

Preparing the training data
6

[ ]: # loading dataset file for COPE

and UBC data

file = ('COPE_and_UBC-Summer+winter-Data_II.xlsx')
xl = pd.ExcelFile(file)
pulled_data = xl.parse('alldata')
data=pulled_data
[ ]: #Detect missing (null) values within the dataset
data
data
data
data
data
data
data
data
data
data

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

data[~pd.isnull(data['SAT_TEMP'])]
data[~pd.isnull(data['Temp'])]
data[~pd.isnull(data['RH'])]
data[~pd.isnull(data['MRT'])]
data[~pd.isnull(data['V'])]
data[~pd.isnull(data['CO2'])]
data[~pd.isnull(data['Lux'])]
data[~pd.isnull(data['Noise'])]
data[~pd.isnull(data['CO'])]
data[~pd.isnull(data['PART'])]

Estaiblishing a criteria variable for simulation
[ ]: #The variable `criteria` requires user input.
#CLASS is p(D) or p(S) depending on the criteria input
#Enter 'pD' for probability of thermal dissatisfaction
#Enter 'pS' for probability of thermal satisfaction
#pS is thermal satisfaction votes (Sat_temp>4)
#pD is thermal didsatisfaction votes (Sat_temp<4)
criteria = "pS"
if criteria == "pS":
data['CLASS'] = 1*(data['SAT_TEMP'] > 4)
else:
data['CLASS'] = 1*(data['SAT_TEMP'] < 4)

2.3

Bayesian Models Descriptions

A Bayesian logistic regression model is developed to represent eq.2 against observations found in the field
IEQ datasets. The model predicts the linear relationship between thermal dissatisfaction (D), Fanger’s
thermal conditions (F), and non-thermal well-being IEQ parameters (W) drawn from the dataset. By considering as a set of regression model coefficients, p( D | F, W ), is estimated as:
p( D | F, W) =

1 + e− [Σ

F

1
( β F . F) + ΣW ( β W .W) + β ]

(3)

Similarly, the developed Bayesian logistic regression model is applied to observed thermal satisfaction data
to evaluate the correlation between thermal satisfaction p(S), Fanger thermal conditions (F) and nonthermal wellbeing IEQ parameters (W) drawn from the COPE dataset. The posterior probability distribution of thermal satisfaction given thermal and non-thermal parameters can be written as follows:
p(S | F, W) =

1 + e− [Σ

F

1
( β F . F) + ΣW ( β W .W) + β ]
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(4)

Physical measurements of thermal and non-thermal parameters of IEQ are drawn from the UBC and COPE
databases. Data are then plugged into the Bayesian model in order to infer the posterior probability distributions of occupant’s thermal satisfaction given thermal and non-thermal parameters of IEQ.
The following non-thermal ‘wellbeing-type’ measurements are used in this study to characterize conditions
of air quality, lighting, acoustics, and interior design. These are defined by the set W = {C, N, L, CO, P}.
Where C is the measured indoor CO2 levels (ppm), N is the A-weighted indoor noise levels(dBA), L is the
measured illuminance at each workstation (Lux), CO is the measured CO concentrations(ppm), and P is
the desktop partition height (m). The thermal IEQ conditions drawn from the field database, defined by
the set F, are F= {T, R, M, V}. Where: T = air temperature (ºC), R =relative humidity (%), M = mean radiant
temperature (ºC), and V = air velocity (m/s).
Occupant survey responses to the perceived thermal satisfaction question ("How satisfied are you with
the temperature at your workspace right now?"), TS, are drawn from the COPE and UBC datasets. The
probability of thermal dissatisfaction, p( D ), is modelled as a dichotomous dependent and parameters of F
and W sets are modelled as continuous independent variables. Observed data for p( D ) is inferred from the
COPE and the UBC datasets by assuming that for each survey response, i:


1 (or dissatisfied) i f TS < 4
Di = 0 (or satisfied) i f TS > 4



(5)

Similarly, the probability of satisfaction, p(S), is modelled as a dichotomous dependent variable and observed data for p(S) is inferred from the COPE and UBC datasets by assuming that for each survey response,
i:
S i = 1 − Di

(6)

Neutral responses made by occupants with regards to thermal satisfaction (i.e., TS = 4) are ultimately excluded as they are neither clear indicators of thermal satisfaction nor dissatisfaction. Distributions of thermal satisfaction responses received, TS, for each of the COPE and UBC databases are shown in Figure 3.
Calculated probabilities for p(D) and p(S) for both the COPE and UBC dataset are shown in Figure 4.
Calculated probabilities for p(D) and p(S) for both the COPE and UBC dataset are shown in Figure 4.
[ ]: #Distribution of thermal satisfaction across the COPE and UBC datasetsplt.
,→figure(figsize=(9,6))
plt.figure(figsize=(9,6))
bins=[0,0.5,1.5,2.5,3.5,4.5,5.6,6.5,7.5]
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'COPE']["SAT_TEMP"],bins=bins, ␣
,→norm_hist=True,color='orange'␣
,→,hist=True,label='COPE',hist_kws=dict(rwidth=1,align="mid",edgecolor="orange",␣
,→linewidth=1,alpha=0.7))
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'UBC']["SAT_TEMP"],bins=bins, ␣
,→norm_hist=True,color='cornflowerblue'␣
,→,hist=True,label='UBC',hist_kws=dict(rwidth=1,align="mid",edgecolor="cornflowerblue",␣
,→linewidth=1,alpha=0.6))
plt.xlabel('Thermal Satisfaction Responses, TS', fontsize=12)
plt.ylabel('Probability Density Function', fontsize=12)
plt.legend()
plt.xticks(ticks=[1,2,3,4,5,6,7])
plt.show()
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Figure 3: Distributions of thermal satisfaction responses received, TS, for COPE and UBC databases
[ ]: #calculate p(D) and p(S) for COPE, UBC, and COPE+UBC datasets
UBC_p_S_Count=data[data['Dataset'] == 'UBC'].loc[data.SAT_TEMP>4,'SAT_TEMP'].count()
UBC_p_D_Count=data[data['Dataset'] == 'UBC'].loc[data.SAT_TEMP<4,'SAT_TEMP'].count()
COPE_p_S_Count=data[data['Dataset'] == 'COPE'].loc[data.SAT_TEMP>4,'SAT_TEMP'].count()
COPE_p_D_Count=data[data['Dataset'] == 'COPE'].loc[data.SAT_TEMP<4,'SAT_TEMP'].count()
UBC_data_count=data.loc[data.Dataset=='UBC','Dataset'].count()
COPE_data_count=data.loc[data.Dataset=='COPE','Dataset'].count()
p_S_count=data.loc[data.SAT_TEMP>4,'SAT_TEMP'].count()
p_D_count=data.loc[data.SAT_TEMP<4,'SAT_TEMP'].count()
prob_pS_UBC= UBC_p_S_Count/UBC_data_count
prob_pD_UBC=UBC_p_D_Count/UBC_data_count
prob_pS_COPE=COPE_p_S_Count/COPE_data_count
prob_pD_COPE=COPE_p_D_Count/COPE_data_count
prob_pS_all=p_S_count/data.shape[0]
prob_pD_all=p_D_count/data.shape[0]
[ ]: p_S_ = (prob_pS_COPE,prob_pS_UBC, prob_pS_all)
p_D_ = (prob_pD_COPE,prob_pD_UBC, prob_pD_all)
fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(8,4.5))
index = np.arange(3)
bar_width = 0.35
opacity = 0.9
rects1 = plt.bar(index, p_D_, bar_width,
alpha=0.7,
color='#E04D2D',
label='p(D)')
rects2 = plt.bar(index + bar_width, p_S_, bar_width,
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alpha=0.7,
color='#23946A',
label='p(S)')
plt.ylabel('p(D) / p(S)')
plt.title('Probability of Thermal Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction across COPE and UBC␣
,→Offices')
plt.xticks(index+(bar_width/2) , ('COPE', 'UBC', 'COPE+UBC'))
plt.legend()
plt.tight_layout()
plt.show()

Figure 4: Probability of thermal satisfaction/dissatisfaction across COPE and UBC offices
Probability distributions derived from both the COPE and UBC datasets for both F and,W IEQ datasets are
shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively.
[ ]: Dataset = ['COPE', 'UBC']
colours = ['orange', 'cornflowerblue']
plt.subplots(figsize=(14,7))
plt.subplot(231)
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'UBC']["Noise"], color='cornflowerblue'␣
,→,hist=False,label='UBC')
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'COPE']["Noise"], color='orange'␣
,→,hist=False,label='COPE')
plt.xlabel("Noise Levels [dBA]")
plt.ylabel("Probabilitiy Density Function")
plt.legend()
plt.tight_layout()
plt.subplot(232)
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'UBC']["CO2"], color='cornflowerblue'␣
,→,hist=False,label='UBC')
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'COPE']["CO2"], color='orange'␣
,→,hist=False,label='COPE')
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plt.ylabel("Probabilitiy Density Function")
plt.xlabel("CO2 Concentrations [ppm]")
plt.legend()
plt.tight_layout()
plt.subplot(233)
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'UBC']["Lux"], color='cornflowerblue'␣
,→,hist=False,label='UBC')
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'COPE']["Lux"], color='orange'␣
,→,hist=False,label='COPE')
plt.xlabel("Desktop Illuminance [Lux]")
plt.legend()
plt.ylabel("Probabilitiy Density Function")
plt.tight_layout()
plt.subplot(234)
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'UBC']["PART"], color='cornflowerblue'␣
,→,hist=False,label='UBC')
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'COPE']["PART"], color='orange'␣
,→,hist=False,label='COPE')
plt.ylabel("Probabilitiy Density Function")
plt.xlabel("Partition Height [m]")
plt.legend()
plt.tight_layout()
plt.subplot(235)
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'UBC']["CO"], color='cornflowerblue'␣
,→,hist=False,label='UBC')
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'COPE']["CO"], color='orange'␣
,→,hist=False,label='COPE')
plt.xlabel("CO Concentrations [ppm]")
plt.ylabel("Probabilitiy Density Function")
plt.legend()

Figure 5: Probability distributions of non-thermal IEQ parameters across COPE and UBC offices
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[ ]: Dataset = ['COPE', 'UBC']
colours = ['orange', 'cornflowerblue']
plt.subplots(figsize=(10,7))
plt.subplot(221)
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'UBC']["Temp"], color='cornflowerblue'␣
,→,hist=False,label='UBC')
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'COPE']["Temp"], color='orange'␣
,→,hist=False,label='COPE')
plt.xlabel("Indoor Air Temperature [C]")
plt.ylabel("Probabilitiy Density Function")
plt.legend()
plt.tight_layout()
plt.subplot(222)
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'UBC']["RH"], color='cornflowerblue'␣
,→,hist=False,label='UBC')
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'COPE']["RH"], color='orange'␣
,→,hist=False,label='COPE')
plt.ylabel("Probabilitiy Density Function")
plt.xlabel("Relative Humidity [%]")
plt.legend()
plt.tight_layout()
plt.subplot(223)
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'UBC']["V"], color='cornflowerblue'␣
,→,hist=False,label='UBC')
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'COPE']["V"], color='orange'␣
,→,hist=False,label='COPE')
plt.xlabel("Air Velocity [m/s]")
plt.legend()
plt.tight_layout()
plt.subplot(224)
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'UBC']["MRT"], color='cornflowerblue'␣
,→,hist=False,label='UBC')
seaborn.distplot( data[data['Dataset'] == 'COPE']["MRT"], color='orange'␣
,→,hist=False,label='COPE')
plt.xlabel("Mean Radiant Temperature [C]")
plt.ylabel("Probabilitiy Density Function")
plt.legend()
plt.tight_layout()
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Figure 6: Probability distributions of thermal IEQ parameters across COPE and UBC offices

2.3.1

Description of candidate models

As this paper seeks to determine whether non-thermal parameters can improve the prediction of indoor
thermal comfort, there is no single provisional model that is to be explored, but several.Table 1 lays out a total of 15 different cases of thermal and non-thermal variables, F and, W. Each combination is used to define
a logistic regression model that seeks to relate the probability of an occupant feeling thermally satisfied or
dissatisfied to parameters indicated. For example, case 3 establishes the probability of an occupant feeling
thermally satisfied or dissatisfied as a function of indoor air temperature, mean radiant temperature, air velocity, and relative humidity. The respective long-form notation of the models attributed to this case would
be respectively p(S| T, M, R, V ) and p( D | T, M, R, V ). In all, a total of 30 different models are established
out of the 15 cases of Table 1. It should be noted that the list presented in this table already reflects the
outcome of some trial and error analysis that was undertaken to determine candidate cases of interest. It is
by no means an exhaustive list of all possible models that can be created out of the COPE and UBC datasets.

Table 1: List of cases evaluated for generating models of p(D) and p(S)

Normalize data
[ ]: #The goal of this following script is to scale each column of data into a range of 0␣
,→and 1.
#The package function `MinMaxScaler()` holds memory of the scaling functions per␣
,→variable,
#so one can later inverse scaled results to their original values, or find the␣
,→scaled-equivalent of a new test values.
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Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Parameters of F
T, M
T, M,R
T, M,R,V
T, M
T, M
T,M
T, M, R,V
T,M,R
T, M,R,V
T, M, R, V
-

[ ]: #array of data to be normalized
data = data[['WSID','building#','CLASS','Temp','PART','MRT', 'RH',␣
,→'CO2','Lux','CO','Noise','V','SAT_TEMP']]
[ ]: from sklearn import preprocessing
data_original = data.copy()
data_original['OT']=(data_original['Temp']+data_original['MRT'])/2
data_numpy = data.values # Converts 'data' dataframe to numpy array
min_max_scaler = preprocessing.MinMaxScaler() # Establishes a normalizing function␣
,→that will normalize each column of data to a scale between 0 and 1
data_numpy_scaled = min_max_scaler.fit_transform(data_numpy) # Transform 'data' numpy␣
,→array into normalized values
data_archive = data # Archive original 'data' dataframe
data = pd.DataFrame(data_numpy_scaled,columns=data.columns) # Replace 'data' with␣
,→normalized values
data_inverse=min_max_scaler.inverse_transform(data.values)
[ ]: #prepare data
Sat_Temp=data['SAT_TEMP']
building_no=data['building#']
# Thermal parameters
#1st order
Temp= data['Temp']
RH = data['RH']
MRT = data['MRT']
V =data['V']
#2nd order
data['Temp2'] = np.square(data['Temp'])
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Temp2= data['Temp2']
data['RH2'] = np.square(data['RH'])
RH2= data['RH2']
data['MRT2'] = np.square(data['MRT'])
MRT2= data['MRT2']
data['V2'] = np.square(data['V'])
V2= data['V2']
# WELL/non-thermal Parameters
#1st order
CO2=data['CO2']
CO= data['CO']
#Carbon Monoxide
Noise= data['Noise']
PART=data['PART']
Lux = data['Lux'] # Average of 2 desk illuminace measurements
#2nd order
data['CO2_2'] = np.square(data['CO2'])
CO2_2=data['CO2_2']
data['Lux_2'] = np.square(data['Lux'])
[ ]: #Finish preparing dataset
classified_data = data['CLASS']#(1 if Sat_Temp<4 and 0 if SAT_Temp>4)
classified_data.value_counts()
classified_data=np.array(classified_data,dtype=bool)

Bayesian Models
[ ]: N_models = 18 #rows
N_terms = 15 #columns
key =np.zeros((N_models,N_terms))
#
T MRT RH V T^2 MRT^2 RH^2 CO2 CO2^2 CO part SII Noise Lux VOC
key[0] = [1,1 ,0, 0, 1 ,1
,0
,0 ,0
,0 ,0
,0 ,0
,0
,0] # P(D/S|␣
,→T,MRT,T2,MRT2)
key[1] = [1,1 ,1, 0, 1 ,1
,1
,0 ,0
,0 ,0
,0 ,0
,0
,0] # P(D/S|␣
,→T,MRT,RH,T2,MRT2,RH2)
key[2] = [1,1 ,1, 1, 1 ,1
,1
,0 ,0
,0 ,0
,0 ,0
,0
,0] # P(D/S|␣
,→T,MRT,RH,T2,MRT2,RH2,V)
key[3] = [0,0 ,0, 0, 0 ,0
,0
,1 ,0
,0 ,0
,0 ,0
,0
,0] # P(D/S|␣
,→CO2)
key[4] = [0,0 ,0, 0, 0 ,0
,0
,1 ,1
,0 ,0
,0 ,0
,0
,0] # P(D/S|␣
,→CO2,CO2_2)
key[5] = [1,1 ,0, 0, 1 ,1
,0
,1 ,0
,0 ,0
,0 ,0
,0
,0] # P(D/S|␣
,→T,MRT,T2,MRT2,CO2)
key[6] = [1,1 ,1, 0, 1 ,1
,1
,1 ,0
,0 ,0
,0 ,0
,0
,0] # P(D/S|␣
,→T,MRT,RH,T2,MRT2,RH2,CO2)
key[7] = [1,1 ,1, 1, 1 ,1
,1
,1 ,0
,0 ,0
,0 ,0
,0
,0] # P(D/S|␣
,→T,MRT,RH,T2,MRT2,RH2,V,CO2)
key[8] = [1,1 ,1, 1, 1 ,1
,1
,1 ,1
,0 ,0
,0 ,0
,0
,0] # P(D/S|␣
,→T,MRT,RH,T2,MRT2,RH2,V,CO2,CO2_2)
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key[9] = [1,1 ,1, 1, 1 ,1
,1
,1 ,0
,→T,MRT,RH,T2,MRT2,RH2,V,Lux,CO2,CO,part,N))
key[10]= [0,0 ,0, 0, 0 ,0
,0
,1 ,0
,→CO2,CO,part,Lux,Noise)
key[11]= [1,1 ,1, 1, 1 ,1
,1
,1 ,0
,→T,MRT,RH,T2,MRT2,RH2,V,CO2,Lux,Noise)
key[12]= [0,0 ,0, 0, 0 ,0
,0
,1 ,0
,→CO2,Noise,Lux)
key[13]= [0,0 ,0, 0, 0 ,0
,0
,1 ,1
,→CO2,CO2_2,Noise,Lux)
key[14]= [1,1 ,0, 0, 1 ,1
,0
,0 ,0
,→T,MRT,T2,MRT2,Lux)
key[15]= [1,1 ,0, 0, 1 ,1
,0
,0 ,0
,→T,MRT,T2,MRT2,Noise)
key[16] = [0,0 ,0, 0, 0 ,0
,0
,0 ,0
,→CO)
key[17] = [0,0 ,0, 0, 0 ,0
,0
,0 ,0
,→part)
#key[18] = [0,0 ,0, 0, 0 ,0
,0
,0 ,0
,→VOC)

,1 ,1

,0

,1

,1

,0] # P(D/S|␣

,1 ,1

,0

,1

,1

,0] # P(D/S|␣

,0 ,0

,0

,1

,1

,0] # P(D/S|␣

,0 ,0

,0

,1

,1

,0] # P(D/S|␣

,0 ,0

,0

,1

,1

,0] # P(D/S|␣

,0 ,0

,0

,0

,1

,0] # P(D/S|␣

,0 ,0

,0

,1

,0

,0] # P(D/S|␣

,1 ,0

,0

,0

,0

,0] # P(D/S|␣

,0 ,1

,0

,0

,0

,0] # P(D/S|␣

,0 ,0

,0

,0

,0

,1] # P(D/S|␣

[ ]: #Load models and traces from pickles
#models are pickled in a separate notebook pushed into Git and loaded here
models, traces = OrderedDict(), OrderedDict()
model_names = []
for j in range(N_models):
model_name=criteria
for i in range(N_terms):
if key[j,i]==1:
if i == 0:
model_name=model_name+"_T"
elif i==1:
model_name=model_name+"_M"
elif i==2:
model_name=model_name+"_R"
elif i==3:
model_name=model_name+"_V"
elif i==4:
model_name=model_name+"_T2"
elif i==5:
model_name=model_name+"_M2"
elif i==6:
model_name=model_name+"_R2"
elif i==7:
model_name=model_name+"_C"
elif i==8:
model_name=model_name+"_C2"
elif i==9:
model_name=model_name+"_CO"
elif i==10:
model_name=model_name+"_P"
# elif i==11:
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#
model_name=model_name+"_S"
elif i==12:
model_name=model_name+"_N"
elif i==13:
model_name=model_name+"_L"
nm = j
model_names.append(model_name)
model_file='model_'+model_name+'.pkl'
models[nm]=pickle.load( open( model_file, "rb" ) )
trace_file='trace_'+model_name+'.pkl'
traces[nm]=pickle.load( open( trace_file, "rb" ) )

2.3.2

Sampling of posterior distributions

The Bayesian statistics Python library, PyMC3, is used to infer posterior distribution of logistic regression
model coefficients for all of the models presented. 5000 samples are drawn from the posteriors using the
Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) sampling method, which is a type of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
sampling method. Weakly informative priors for the model regression parameters are used, as recommended by Gelman et al. (2008). Based upon initial trial and error undertaken prior to this paper, the
following model coefficients are modelled as having a first order linear relationship with p( D ) and p(S):
L, N, V, and C. The following parameters are modelled as having a quadratic relationship with p( D ) and
p(S): T, M,and R.

3

Bayesian methods for Models’ comparison and evaluation criteria

Three different cross-validation and model selection approaches applicable to Bayesian analysis are applied
in this work: the Watanabe-Akaike Information Criteria, Bayes Factors, and Odds Ratios. The model comparison methods aim to evaluate the predictive accuracy of the proposed Bayesian models and compare
each model amongst one another to determine the best model that fits the observable data.

3.1

Watanabe-Akaike Information Criteria

The widely applicable, or Watanabe-Akaike, information criterion (WAIC) method, developed by Watanabe
(Watanabe, 2010), is a Bayesian validation approach that measures how well a Bayesian model fits the data.
The WAIC method does this by estimating the out-of-sample prediction error of a model, such as a Bayesian
regression model as proposed in this paper. The WAIC method, which resolves itself to calculating a ’score’
of a model, takes into account in-sample accuracy (i.e., an evaluation of how well a model fits observed data)
and out-of-sample prediction (i.e., how well a model can predict unobserved/future data) (Gelman et al.,
2014). WAIC is fully Bayesian in that it uses the entire posterior distribution, and it is asymptotically equal
to Bayesian cross-validation (Vehtari et al., 2012). As a WAIC score of an individual model is a probabilistic
metric and a model is viewed to be a better fit to data than another if its mean WAIC score is lower.

3.2

Bayes Factors

One of the fundamental ’Bayesian’ methods of model comparison and evaluation is the calculation of Bayes
Factors. Bayes Factors represent a model validation approach used to describe whether one model is more
representative of true data than another. Bayes Factors, BF, are defined as the ratio between the marginal
likelihood of two competing models:
BF =

p ( y | MK )
p(y | M0 )
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(7)

Where y is the observed data, MK is a proposed model, and M0 is the null hypothesis, or otherwise the
original model that one is comparing the proposed model to.
Estimating Bayes Factors requires computing the marginal likelihood of any candidate model p(y | MK ),
which is equal to the probability of the observed data y given the MK model, averaged over the entire range
of the parameter vector, θ, and weighted by the parameter prior density. This marginal likelihood, is also
the normalizing constant of Bayes’ theorem and is defined as follow:
p(θ | y, Mk ) =

p(y | θ, Mk ) p(θ | Mk )
p ( y | Mk )

(8)

The Bayes Factor method aims to select the model with the highest mean likelihood of the data, i.e., larger
the Bayes Factor the better the model in the numerator. Prior work has established that, whilst a Bayes
Factor greater than 1 would favour a proposed model, MK , this is often not alone sufficient to declare MK
as a significant improvement over the null hypothesis (Raftery et al., 1997). A Bayes Factor of at least 3 is
traditionally recommended in order for one to state that there is ’substantial evidence’ that the proposed
model is a better fit to observed data (Kass et al., 1995). A Bayes Factor over 100 is required for the evidence
supporting the proposed model to be seen as ’decisive’.

3.3

Odds Ratio

The odds ratio is a statistical model validation approach that quantifies the strength of the association
between the dependent variables of a model (model predictors) and the independent variable (model outcome). Therefore, the odds ratio is used to test the sensitivity of a model to its independent variables, by
evaluating the ratio between the odds of the dependent variable with and without the independent parameter under test.
In logistic regression, the odds ratio represents the constant effect of an independent model parameter on
the likelihood that an outcome will occur (Chen et al., 2010). Since the logistic regression model uses a
logistic function to estimate the relationship between a binary dependent variable and a group of predictor
variables, the log of the odds ratio is often an easier approach to interpret. For the sake of validating our
developed models for both p( D | F, W) and p(S | F, W), the log odds ratio for each of the W regression
parameters for both p( D ) and p(S) models are evaluated. The log odds ratio for p( D ) and p(S) models
evaluates the effect of each of the non-thermal W parameters on both thermal satisfaction and thermal
dissatisfaction.
If the odds ratio of a model’s parameter deviates from 1, it indicates that the model’s outcome is sensitive
to this particular model parameter (i.e. it either increases or decreases the odds of thermal satisfaction
or dissatisfaction.). If the mean of the posterior traces odds ratio is close to 1, this means that the model
parameter has nearly no effect on the dependent variable of interest. In other words, the dependent variable
is the same in both the presence and absence of this parameter.

4
4.1

Results
The effect of non-thermal parameters of IEQ on occupant’s thermal satisfaction

Figure 7 shows the first set results produced by Bayesian logistic regression models predicting the correlations between thermal dissatisfaction/satisfaction, p( D ) /p(S), against individual non-thermal parameters of W assuming a fixed set of values for all other parameters. The Bayesian models used are
p( D | T, M, R, V, C, L, N, CO, P) and p(S | T, M, R, V, C, L, N, CO, P). Unless otherwise specified, the fixed
set of parameters are: T=23.3 (C), R=33%, M=23.4(C), V=0.08 m/s, C = 650 ppm, N = 47 dBA, CO = 0.7
ppm , P = 1.5 m ,and L = 463 lux. These values are chosen as they are the mean observed values for each
parameter out of the dataset.
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The results yield a potential relationship between surveyed thermal dissatisfaction, surveyed thermal satisfaction, and several non-thermal W IEQ parameters. For example, it is observed that the indoor air CO2
levels and thermal dissatisfaction, p( D ), are positively correlated; which suggests that more occupants are
found to be thermally dissatisfied at higher measured indoor CO2 levels than at lower indoor CO2 levels.
As might be expected from this observation, the results suggest that p(S) is negatively correlated to CO2
concentrations.
The results are showing that the indoor noise levels are correlated with thermal satisfaction, as well as
thermal dissatisfaction, such that the higher the measured indoor noise levels, the more likely occupants
will feel thermally dissatisfied. The measured desktop illuminance appears to have a weaker correlation
with perceived thermal comfort than the other measured non-thermal parameters, for both p(S) and p(D).
One of the interesting parameters is that of indoor air carbon monoxide concentrations,CO, which show an
inverse correlation with thermal dissatisfaction, as shown in Figure 7.
The occupant’s desktop partition height has a strong positive correlation between thermal dissatisfaction
and a negative correlation between occupant’s thermal satisfaction, as perceived by occupants of openplan offices. This indicates that the higher the desktop partition, the more the occupants will report thermal
dissatisfaction with their indoor environments. Whether these results imply that the high desktop partition
disrupts thermal satisfaction, or that the partition height is a proxy for another set of indoor environmental
parameters: this finding along with the other conclusions drawn from the Bayesian sampling, need further
verification of its statistical significance, which will be presented in detail in the following section. The
observed correlations between occupants’ perceived thermal comfort and CO concentration levels as well
as desktop partition heights are consistent with the previous study conducted by Crosby et al. (2019). It is
not clear whether the indoor carbon monoxide is a proxy of another physical issue driving its impact on
occupants’ thermal comfort. The source of CO should be first identified to conclude that thermal discomfort
is correlated directly to CO.
The number of occurrences of each non-thermal W parameter across all the buildings is added to the regression models’ plots in Figure 7. The results in Figure 7 are driven by both the quality and quantity of
observable data, which means that if the data is a sparse certain range of values, the standard deviation of
the model traces will tend to be high.
[ ]: #generate a grid plot for the posterior probability of p(S) given F & W parameters
fig, ax = plt.subplots(5,1,figsize=(4,14))
plt.style.use('seaborn-white')
plot_vars = ['CO2','Noise','PART','Lux','CO']
model_id = 9 # See code above for description and ID of models
for p in range(len(plot_vars)):
plot_var = plot_vars[p]
# Number of individual trials to plot
N_Samples = 500
N_Traces = len(traces[0])
# Default values
Temp = 23.26
MRT = 23.37
RH = 33
V= 0.076
CO2 = 650
Lux =463
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Noise = 46.69
CO=
0.71
PART=
1.53
# Generate plot data
# -----------------------------------------plot_trace=traces[model_id]
y_model_name_pref = 'p (' + criteria[1] + ' | '
if plot_var == 'Temp':
C1= np.arange(20,26,0.2)
xlabel_text = 'Operative Temperature [$^\circ$C]'
data_key = 'OT'
elif plot_var == 'CO2':
C1= np.arange(450,965,5)
xlabel_text = 'CO$_2$ Levels [ppm]'
data_key = 'CO2'
elif plot_var == 'PART':
C1= np.arange(1.0,2.5,0.02)
xlabel_text = 'Partition Height [m]'
data_key = 'PART'
elif plot_var == 'Noise':
C1= np.arange(40,57,0.25)
xlabel_text = 'Noise levels [dBA]'
data_key = 'Noise'
elif plot_var == 'Lux':
C1= np.arange(100,1300,5)
xlabel_text = 'Desktop Illuminance [lux]'
data_key = 'Lux'
elif plot_var == 'CO':
C1= np.arange(0.01,1.7,0.01)
xlabel_text = 'CO Concentrations [ppm]'
data_key = 'CO'
plot_results = np.zeros((len(C1),N_Samples))
means = []
upper_95 = []
lower_95 = []
j=0
for xN in C1:
if plot_var == 'Temp':
Temp = xN
MRT = xN
elif plot_var == 'CO2':
CO2 = xN
elif plot_var == 'PART':
PART = xN
elif plot_var == 'Noise':
Noise = xN
elif plot_var == 'Lux':
Lux = xN
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elif plot_var == 'CO':
CO = xN
#data = data[['WSID','building#','CLASS','Temp','PART','MRT', 'RH',␣
,→'CO2','Lux','CO','Noise','V','SAT_TEMP']]
CoF_NP = np.zeros((1,13))
CoF_NP[0,0] = 0 # WSID | 0
CoF_NP[0,1] = 0 # building | 1
CoF_NP[0,2] = 0 # CLASS | 2
CoF_NP[0,3] = Temp # Temp | 3
CoF_NP[0,4] = PART # PART | 4
CoF_NP[0,5] = MRT # MRT| 5
CoF_NP[0,6] = RH # RH | 6
CoF_NP[0,7] = CO2 # CO2 | 7
CoF_NP[0,8] = Lux # Lux | 8
CoF_NP[0,9] = CO # CO | 9
CoF_NP[0,10] = Noise # Noise | 10
CoF_NP[0,11] = V # V | 11
CoF_NP[0,12] = 0 # SAT_TEMP | 12
CoF_Sc = min_max_scaler.transform(CoF_NP)
CoF_Sq = np.zeros((1,5))
CoF_Sq[0,0] = np.square(CoF_Sc[0,3]) # T2 | 13
CoF_Sq[0,1] = np.square(CoF_Sc[0,5]) # MRT2 | 14
CoF_Sq[0,2] = np.square(CoF_Sc[0,7]) # CO2_2 | 15
CoF_Sq[0,3] = np.square(CoF_Sc[0,8]) # Lux_2 | 16
CoF_Sq[0,4] = np.square(CoF_Sc[0,6]) # RH_2 | 17
CoF_Sc=np.append(CoF_Sc,CoF_Sq,axis=1)
regress_Eq = traces[model_id].Beta_0[:N_Samples]
y_model_name = ''
const_value_script = '$\mathbf{Fixed\, values:}$\n'
for i in range(N_terms):
if key[model_id,i]==1:
if i == 0:
regress_Eq = regress_Eq+traces[model_id].Beta_1[:N_Samples]*CoF_Sc[0,3]
y_model_name = y_model_name + 'T,'
if plot_var!='Temp':
const_value_script = const_value_script + "T = " + str(Temp) + ' $^\circ$C␣
,→\n'
elif i==1:
regress_Eq = regress_Eq+traces[model_id].Beta_2[:N_Samples]*CoF_Sc[0,5]
y_model_name = y_model_name + 'M,'
elif i==2:
regress_Eq = regress_Eq+traces[model_id].Beta_3[:N_Samples]*CoF_Sc[0,6]
y_model_name = y_model_name + 'R,'
if plot_var!='RH':
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const_value_script = const_value_script + "RH = " + str(RH) + '% \n'
elif i==3:
regress_Eq = regress_Eq+traces[model_id].Beta_4[:N_Samples]*CoF_Sc[0,11]
y_model_name = y_model_name + 'V,'
if plot_var!='vel':
const_value_script = const_value_script + "V = " + str(V) + ' m/s \n'
elif i==4:
regress_Eq = regress_Eq+traces[model_id].Beta_5[:N_Samples]*CoF_Sc[0,13]
elif i==5:
regress_Eq = regress_Eq+traces[model_id].Beta_6[:N_Samples]*CoF_Sc[0,14]
elif i==6:
regress_Eq = regress_Eq+traces[model_id].Beta_7[:N_Samples]*CoF_Sc[0,17]
elif i==7:
regress_Eq = regress_Eq+traces[model_id].Beta_8[:N_Samples]*CoF_Sc[0,7]

,→\n'

y_model_name = y_model_name + 'C,'
if plot_var!='CO2':
const_value_script = const_value_script + "CO$_2$ = " + str(CO2) + ' ppm␣
elif i==8:
regress_Eq = regress_Eq+traces[model_id].Beta_9[:N_Samples]*CoF_Sc[0,15]
elif i==9:
regress_Eq = regress_Eq+traces[model_id].Beta_10[:N_Samples]*CoF_Sc[0,9]
y_model_name = y_model_name + 'CO,'
if plot_var!='CO':
const_value_script = const_value_script + "CO = " + str(CO) + ' ppm \n'

,→m

\n'

elif i==10:
regress_Eq = regress_Eq+traces[model_id].Beta_11[:N_Samples]*CoF_Sc[0,4]
y_model_name = y_model_name + 'P,'
if plot_var!='PART':
const_value_script = const_value_script + "H$_{part}$ = " + str(PART) + '␣
elif i==12:
regress_Eq = regress_Eq+traces[model_id].Beta_13[:N_Samples]*CoF_Sc[0,10]
y_model_name = y_model_name + 'N,'
if plot_var!='Noise':
const_value_script = const_value_script + "N = " + str(Noise) + ' dBA \n'
elif i==13:
regress_Eq = regress_Eq+traces[model_id].Beta_14[:N_Samples]*CoF_Sc[0,8]
y_model_name = y_model_name + 'L,'
if plot_var!='Lux':
const_value_script = const_value_script + "L = " + str(Lux) + ' lux \n'
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plot_results[j,:] = (1 / (1+np.exp(-(regress_Eq))))
means.append(np.mean(plot_results[j,:]))
stdev = np.std(plot_results[j,:])
upper_95.append(means[j]+stdev)
lower_95.append(means[j]-stdev)
j=j+1
# Configure and generate plots
# -------------------------------------# Display fixed-variable data in top-left
#ax.text(0.03, 0.95,const_value_script, ha='left', va='top', transform=ax.transAxes)
ax2 = ax[p].twinx()
ax2=seaborn.distplot(data_original[data_key], hist=True, kde=False,
color = 'black',
hist_kws={'edgecolor':'grey','alpha':0.1},
kde_kws={'shade':False,'linewidth':0.5})
mean_val=data_original[data_key].mean()
upper_std1=(data_original[data_key].mean()+data_original[data_key].std())
lower_std2=(data_original[data_key].mean()-data_original[data_key].std())
h1=ax[p].axvline(mean_val, color='black', linestyle='-.', linewidth=1.1)
#h2=plt.axvline(upper_std1, color='brown', linestyle='--', linewidth=0.8)
#h3=plt.axvline(lower_std2, color='brown', linestyle='--', linewidth=0.8)
#ax2.axvspan(upper_std1, lower_std2, alpha=0.05, color='black')
# Generate fill of standard deviation above and below mean
N_name_chars = len(y_model_name)
y_model_name = y_model_name_pref + y_model_name[0:N_name_chars-1] + ')'
ax[p].fill_between(C1, lower_95, upper_95, facecolor='red' ,alpha=0.2)
# Generate individual plots of each trace
for k in range(N_Samples):
ax[p].plot(C1 ,plot_results[:,k],'blue',linewidth=0.04,alpha=0.04)
# Plot lines of mean and standard deviation
ax[p].plot(C1 ,means,'red')
ax[p].plot(C1 ,lower_95,':',color='red',alpha=1)
ax[p].plot(C1 ,upper_95,':',color='red',alpha=1)
# Configure grid and set plot limits
ax[p].grid(color='black',linestyle=':',linewidth=1,alpha=0.1)
if criteria == 'pD':
ax[p].set_yticks(np.arange(.2, .61, 0.1))
ax[p].set_ylim((0.2,0.55))
else:
ax[p].set_yticks(np.arange(.3, .8, 0.1))
ax[p].set_ylim((0.39,0.8))
ax2.set_yticks([0,50,100])
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ax[p].set_xlim((min(C1),max(C1)))
ax[p].set_xlabel(xlabel_text)
for tl in ax2.get_yticklabels():
tl.set_color('darkgrey')
ax2.set_ylabel('Number of \noccurences', color='darkgrey', fontsize=12)
# ax[p].set_ylabel('P (D|F,W)', fontsize=9)
if criteria == 'pD':
ax[p].set_ylabel('P (D | F, W)', fontsize=12)
else:
ax[p].set_ylabel('P (S | F, W)', fontsize=12)
#" + r"$\bf{" + str(number) + "}$"
# Write axis labels
ax[p].set_xlabel(xlabel_text,fontsize=12)
ax[0].set_title(y_model_name+'\n',fontsize=13,fontweight="bold")
legend_elements = [Line2D([0], [0], color='r', lw=1, label='Mean of posterior traces'),
Line2D([0], [0], color='r', ls=':',lw=1, label='Standard deviation␣
,→of posterior traces'),
Line2D([0], [0], color='blue',lw=0.2, label='Individual posterior␣
,→traces'),
Patch(facecolor='lightgrey', edgecolor='grey',
label='Histogram of occurrences')]
#ax[p].legend(handles=legend_elements,loc=9, bbox_to_anchor=(0.35, -0.6),fontsize=9)
fig.tight_layout(pad=0.4, w_pad=0.5, h_pad=1.0)
[8]: #import image from Github (grid plot for both p(S) and p(D) plots)
file=('Traces_all.png')
from IPython.display import Image
Image(file, width=500,height=800)
[8]:
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Figure 7: Probability p(D|F,W) and p(S|F,W) with thin blue lines indicating individual sample traces,
solid red lines indicate mean predicted value from all traces, dashed red bands indicate the standard error
of traces, grey bars indicate the probability distribution of each independent parameter, and black dashed
centre lines are the mean values of observations
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4.2

Models comparison and selection

In this section, model comparison and cross-validation methods are used to answer 3 main research questions. The first question is: "What is the best ‘thermal’ model, analogous to Fanger classic model, that
represents the data in the most accurate way?" To determine which thermal model is the best, all the candidate models for both p(D) and p(S) are compared to Fanger model. Bayesian Factors and WAIC scores
are evaluated for all the candidate models to select the best thermal model accordingly. Answering the first
question is crucial for the second research question, which is: "Do non-thermal parameters of IEQ improve
thermal comfort predictions in open-plan offices?" In order to answer this question, all the candidate models that take into account both thermal and non-thermal parameters of IEQ (F and W) are compared with
the best thermal model selected in step 1.
The first phase of models selection’s results revealed that the thermal model that best represents thermal
comfort for the COPE dataset for both p(S) and p( D ) is the model that includes air temperature, T, and
mean radiant temperature, M (excluding air velocity and relative humidity from the original Fanger model)
i.e. p(S/D | T, M). While for the UBC + COPE dataset, the best thermal model for p(S) is also p(S| T, M ) and
the best thermal model for p( D ) is P( D | T, M, R, V ) which is analogous to Fanger model. Having different thermal models representing p(S) and p( D ) might not be very practical for real field applications but
maybe or maybe not physically more correct. This difference might be due to the lack of p(D) data, especially in the newly collected data, as shown in Figure 4. This is also supported by the fact that the best
thermal model representing the COPE data is the same for both p(S) and p(D) as there is enough data on
thermal dissatisfaction to draw such a conclusion, while the UBC data lacks having enough p(D) data that
is sufficient to select the best thermal model. Physically speaking, it might be also best to represent thermal dissatisfaction using air velocity and relative humidity in addition to temperature and mean radiant
temperature, while T and MRT might be sufficient for p(S) modelling, as the results suggest. It is also important to note that the COPE dataset collected 17 years ago by the NRC doesn’t include data on occupants’
clothing insulation (clo) and metabolic rates (met), for this reason, the prior results didn’t include clo and
met. However, the recently collected data in UBC has clothing insulation and metabolic rate data, which is
guaranteed to be included in the future analysis on the UBC dataset alone. Since, this study mainly aims
to update the prior field IEQ dataset while strengthening the previous results, including clo and met for the
UBC data is out of this paper’s scope.
To answer the second research question, the models are compared to the ’Null hypothesis’ to evaluate the
effects of adding non-thermal IEQ parameters to the ’best thermal model’. Tables 2 and 3 show the Bayes
Factors and WAIC scores for the COPE dataset p(S) and p( D ) models. Tables 4 and 5 show the Bayes
Factors and WAIC scores for the COPE +UBC dataset p(S) and p( D ) models. The null hypothesis is shown
in red for each of the studied cases.
Table 2: WAIC Scores and Bayes Factors generated for the p(S) models for the COPE dataset. The Null
hypothesis shown in red
Bayesian Model

WAIC Score

WAIC standard error

Bayes Factor

P(S | C )
p(S | T, M, C )
P(S | C, S, N, L)
p(S | T, M, L)
P(S | T, M, R, V, C )
P(S | T, M, N )
P(S | T, M )
P(S | T, M, R, C )
P(S | T, M, R, V, L)
P(S | T, M, R, V, S)
P(S | T, M, R, V )
P(S | T, M, R, V, C, S, N, L)
P(S | T, M, R)

1002.13
999.65
1002.82
1002.14
1000.27
1002.25
1004.38
1002.15
1002.43
1003.38
1003.14
1003.03
1004.07

4.06
4.26
5.29
3.35
4.79
3.66
3.06
4.285
3.89
4.42
3.57
5.35
3.12

3.33
3.13
1.57
1.34
1.27
1.09
1.00
0.61
0.45
0.41
0.4
0.32
0.29
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Bayesian Model

WAIC Score

WAIC standard error

Bayes Factor

P(S | T, M, R, V, N )

1004.32

4.04

0.2

Table 3: WAIC Scores and Bayes Factors generated for the p(D) models for the COPE dataset. The Null
hypothesis shown in red
Bayesian Model

WAIC Score

WAIC standard error

Bayes Factor

P(D | T, M, N )
p(D | T, M, C )
p(D | T, M, L)
P(D | C )
P(D | C, S, N, L)
P(D | T, M, R, V, S)
P( D | T, M )
P(D | T, M, R, C )
P(D | T, M, R, V )
P(D | T, M, R, V, N )
P(D | T, M, R)
P(D | T, M, R, V, C )
P(D | T, M, R, V, L)
P(D | T, M, R, V, C, S, N, L)

955.01
954.95
955.89
958.26
958.14
955.56
960.22
956.63
956.81
957.05
957.53
956.78
958.81
958.73

13.934
13.89
13.78
13.76
14.08
14.11
13.62
13.88
13.82
14.03
13.66
13.58
13.83
14.49

3.51
3.17
2.59
2.38
1.82
1.33
1.00
0.95
0.8
0.74
0.735
0.62
0.43
0.22

Table 4: WAIC Scores and Bayes Factors generated for the p(S) models for the COPE + UBC datasets. The
Null hypothesis shown in red
Bayesian Model

WAIC Score

WAIC standard error

Bayes Factor

P(S | C, N, L, CO, P)
P(S | T, M, R, V, C, N, L, CO, P)
P(S | P)
p(S | CO)
P(S | C )
P(S | T, M, C )
P(S | C, N, L)
P(S | T, M, R, V, C )
P(S | T, M, R, V, C, N, L)
P(S | T, M, R, C )
P(S | T, M )
P(S | T, M, N )
P(S | T, M, L)
P(S | T, M, R)
P(S | T, M, R, V )

1182.0
1184.46
1192.55
1199.2
1201.97
1200.65
1202.69
1201.25
1200.93
1201.63
1204.48
1204.51
1205.69
1205.11
1205.37

10.12
10.6
7.82
5.67
4.92
5.38
5.46
6.21
6.79
5.65
4.19
4.64
4.26
4.76
5.02

13608.89
1024.67
328.81
13.76
4.55
3.8
2.77
1.15
1.08
1.01
1.00
0.89
0.51
0.35
0.31

Table 5: WAIC Scores and Bayes Factors generated for the p(D) models for the COPE + UBC datasets. The
Null hypothesis shown in red
Bayesian Model

WAIC Score

WAIC standard error

Bayes Factor

P(D | C, N, L, CO, P)
P(D | T, M, R, V, C, N, L, CO, P)
P(D | P)
P( D | T, M, R, V )

1110.96
1109.97
1116.4
1121.13

19.26
19.44
18.52
18

179.06
126.13
28.21
1.00
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Bayesian Model

WAIC Score

WAIC standard error

Bayes Factor

p(D | CO)
P(D | T, M, R, V, C )
P(D | T, M, R, V, C, N, L)
P(D | T, M, R)
P(D | T, M, R, C )
P( D | T, M)
P(D | T, M, C )
P(D | C )
P(D | T, M, N )
P(D | T, M, L)
P(D | C, N, L)

1123.95
1120.74
1121.77
1122.52
1123
1128.53
1128.79
1131.15
1129.627
1129.98
1133.05

17.71
18.01
18.2
17.81
18.01
17.28 7
17.51
17.32
17.297
17.41
17.5

0.82
0.79
0.5
0.49
0.4
0.06
0.041
0.041
0.0032
0.03
0.014

The COPE model comparison results suggested that many non-thermal parameters of IEQ appear to have
an effect on thermal satisfaction and thermal dissatisfaction over the best thermal model, or the ’Null hypothesis’. For example, it is shown that adding CO2 to the Null hypothesis improves thermal satisfaction
predictions, as indicated by the Bayes factor of the model p(S|T, M, C )=3.13. Similarly, noise levels, desktop illuminance are showing statistical significance over the null hypothesis, as suggested by the Bayes
factors and the WAIC scores results, e.g. p(S| T, M, L)=1.57, p(S| T, M, N )=1.09.
Adding the UBC data to the COPE dataset, it is evident that some non-thermal parameters are showing an
even more strong correlation with thermal comfort than the COPE dataset alone. It is important to note that,
in this study, desktop partition, P, and CO levels are added to the other non-thermal parameters studied
in the previous COPE study. The results are suggesting that all the studied non-thermal parameters have
an independent effect on thermal satisfaction varying in significance, with CO levels and desktop partition
being the most significant ones, as the results suggest. While p( D ) results are showing weaker significance
for some of the non-thermal parameters, this is due to the lack of p( D ) data collected from the UBC dataset.
The third and apparently the most important question to answer now is: “what is the best model to predict
thermal comfort in open-plan offices?” The results above are suggesting that the best model to predict thermal satisfaction and thermal dissatisfaction should include CO2 , CO levels as well as noise levels, desktop
illuminance and partition height (Bayes factor = 13608.89). The results are also suggesting that the secondbest model representing thermal comfort (both p(S) and p(D)) includes all the non-thermal and thermal
parameters, i.e. p(S/D | T, M, R, V, C, N, L, CO, P). This might lead to the conclusion that to best model occupant’s thermal comfort in open-plan offices, parameters of non-thermal IEQ should be considered along
with the Fanger thermal parameters.
It might be interesting to conclude that the best thermal comfort model doesn’t seem to have any thermal
parameters included. It might be also that some of these non-thermal parameters are a proxy of some other
thermal parameters embedded in them or maybe those non-thermal parameters, which are also a proxy
for an occupant’s well-being and mood, are doing a better job in predicting thermal comfort on their own.
Either way, this is such an interesting and novel conclusion to find which is aligning with the previous
results drawn from the COPE dataset making it robust and more significant.
[ ]: #generate a grid plot for odds ratio for p(S) models
fig, ax = plt.subplots(5,1,figsize=(4,12))
plt.style.use('seaborn-white')
#CO2
plt.subplot(5, 1, 1)
model_id = 5
b = traces[model_id]['Beta_8']
plot_label = r'$\beta_{CO2}$, $CO_2$, concentrations'
seaborn.distplot(np.exp(b), hist=False, kde=True, label=plot_label,
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hist_kws={'edgecolor':'grey','alpha':0.1},
kde_kws={'shade':False,'linewidth':1})
h1=plt.axvline(1, color='black', linestyle='-.', linewidth=1.1)
plt.ylabel("Probability (-)")
plt.xscale("log")
plt.xlim(0.1,10)
plt.grid(True,which="both",ls=':',c='gray',alpha=0.5)
plt.legend(loc='upper right')
#CO
model_id = 9
plt.subplot(5, 1, 2)
b = traces[model_id]['Beta_10']
plot_label = r'$\beta_{CO}$, COconcentrations'
seaborn.distplot(np.exp(b), hist=False, kde=True, label=plot_label,
hist_kws={'edgecolor':'grey','alpha':0.1},
kde_kws={'shade':False,'linewidth':1})
h1=plt.axvline(1, color='black', linestyle='-.', linewidth=1.1)
plt.ylabel("Probability (-)")
plt.xscale("log")
plt.xlim(0.1,10)
plt.grid(True,which="both",ls=':',c='gray',alpha=0.5)
plt.legend(loc='upper left')
#Lux
model_id = 9
plt.subplot(5, 1, 3)
b = traces[model_id]['Beta_14']
plot_label = r'$\beta_{L}$, desktop illuminance'
seaborn.distplot(np.exp(b), hist=False, kde=True, label=plot_label,
hist_kws={'edgecolor':'grey','alpha':0.1},
kde_kws={'shade':False,'linewidth':1})
h1=plt.axvline(1, color='black', linestyle='-.', linewidth=1.1)
plt.ylabel("Probability (-)")
plt.xscale("log")
plt.xlim(0.1,10)
plt.grid(True,which="both",ls=':',c='gray',alpha=0.5)
plt.legend(loc='upper left')
#Noise
model_id=11
plt.subplot(5,1,4)
b = traces[model_id]['Beta_13']
plot_label = r'$\beta_{N}$, noise levels'
seaborn.distplot(np.exp(b), hist=False, kde=True, label=plot_label,
hist_kws={'edgecolor':'grey','alpha':0.1},
kde_kws={'shade':False,'linewidth':1})
h1=plt.axvline(1, color='black', linestyle='-.', linewidth=1.1)
plt.ylabel("Probability (-)")
plt.xscale("log")
plt.xlim(0.1,10)
plt.grid(True,which="both",ls=':',c='gray',alpha=0.5)
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plt.legend(loc='upper right')
#PART
model_id=9
plt.subplot(5,1,5)
b = traces[model_id]['Beta_11']
plot_label = r'$\beta_{P}$, Partition Height'
seaborn.distplot(np.exp(b), hist=False, kde=True, label=plot_label,
hist_kws={'edgecolor':'grey','alpha':0.1},
kde_kws={'shade':False,'linewidth':1})
h1=plt.axvline(1, color='black', linestyle='-.', linewidth=1.1)
plt.ylabel("Probability (-)")
plt.xscale("log")
plt.xlim(0.1,10)
plt.grid(True,which="both",ls=':',c='gray',alpha=0.5)
plt.legend(loc='upper right')
######################################################################
plt.xlabel("Odds Ratio of Posterior Traces-P(S) Models")
fig.tight_layout(pad=0.4, w_pad=0.5, h_pad=1.0)
[ ]: #import image from Github
file=('Odds_all.jpg')
from IPython.display import Image
Image(file, width=600,height=1000)
[ ]:
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Figure 8: Odds Ratio of posterior traces of non-thermal IEQ parameters for p(S) and p( D ) Bayesian
models
The log odds ratio for each of the non-thermal W parameters under study, for both p( D ) and p(S) models,
are evaluated and summarized in Figure 8. Each of these plots represents one of the studied W indoor en-
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vironmental design conditions. It is observed from Figure 8 that some of the non-thermal parameters have
a significant effect on thermal satisfaction and dissatisfaction; for example, the odds ratio of the posterior
traces of the CO2 ’s regression parameter of the p(S) model deviates significantly from 1, which means that
there is a significant correlation between CO2 levels and the occupant’s thermal satisfaction.
It is also shown that both the partition height and the measured CO concentrations have strong effects on
the occupant’s thermal dissatisfaction and satisfaction, which is clear from the odds ratio curve being on
the far left, and far-right respectively.
Similarly, it is apparent from Figure 8 that there is an effect of the noise levels on the occupant’s thermal
dissatisfaction and a weaker effect on thermal dissatisfaction. It is also apparent that the desktop illuminance doesn’t seem to have much of an effect on both p( D ) and p(S), which is consistent with the previous
model comparison results.
These findings appear to also support the previous research studies which correlated the occupant’s mood
and overall satisfaction (represented here as the non-thermal parameters of IEQ, W dataset) with occupant’s
thermal comfort, as discussed earlier in the paper. The non-thermal parameters of IEQ which are a proxy for
the occupant’s overall mood and wellness are affecting thermal comfort, as suggested by previous studies
in the literature. This might explain the underlying mechanism for the strong association between thermal
comfort and some of the W parameters studied in this paper which appear to disrupt the occupant’s thermal
comfort, like the CO2 levels and the partition height, in particular.

4.3

Implications of results to standard thermal comfort models

Figure 9 represents a visualization of posterior predictions of thermal satisfaction against both operative
temperature and individual non-thermal parameters of IEQ, W. Only models that were deemed by the
aforementioned model selection criteria to be an improvement over the null hypothesis are selected. Operative temperature is assumed to be the average indoor air temperature and mean radiant temperature.
It can be observed from Figure 9, that the independent correlation between some non-thermal parameters
of indoor environmental quality and perceived thermal comfort is notable and observable.
Specifically, between an indoor air CO2 concentration of 500 ppm and 900 ppm, the mean likelihood of feeling thermally satisfied decreases from 0.51 to 0.39 (51% to 39% dissatisfaction). Between partition heights
of 1.5 m and zero (no partition), the likelihood of thermal dissatisfaction increases from 0.45 to 0.6.
These findings appear robust and supported by model selection criteria, vis-a-vis a sufficiently high Bayes
factor and a distribution of possible odds ratios for β C that significantly deviate away from 1.
The Bayesian regression results drawn from the updated dataset revealed that there exist significant correlations between occupant’s perceived thermal comfort and some non-thermal IEQ metrics. Specifically,
a notable relationship between CO2 and thermal comfort, as well as desktop partition height and noise
levels. These results are supposed by model validation checks. It has also been revealed that the prediction
accuracy of thermal comfort can be improved upon the addition of the non-thermal indoor environmental
parameters. The Bayesian framework that has been adopted in this work allows for the assessment of any
incremental change in the evidence base upon the addition of future data to update the current observations
and draw more robust and universal findings.
The proposed Bayesian methodology can be used by practitioners and building modellers to improve predictions of thermal dissatisfaction (p( D )), which is analogous to Fanger’s PPD, in office settings based on
thermal and non-thermal environmental conditions. This might also lead to building energy savings while
improving indoor environmental quality and occupant’s comfort and well-being.
[ ]: #import image from Github
file=('well_adjusted_curves.png')
from IPython.display import Image
Image(file)
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[ ]:

Figure 9: Posterior probabilities of the effect of p(S | F, W) on key non-thermal parameters on the relation
p(S)-operative temperature relationship.

5

Conclusions

This paper presented an update to a prior work that examined the correlations between non-thermal indoor
environmental conditions on the perceived thermal comfort of occupants in open-plan offices. The prior
work made use of the COPE dataset, an IEQ field database of 800 occupants of open-plan offices in large
Canadian and US cities in the early 2000s. It has been found that there exist statistically significant independent correlations between thermal comfort, as perceived by occupants of open-plan offices, and many
measured non-thermal, wellbeing-type IEQ parameters. The most significant finding is that a modest increase in measured indoor CO2 concentrations, from 500 ppm to 900 ppm, was found to be correlated with
a decrease in perceived thermal satisfaction by 30%.
This paper provides an update to that work based on a further field study of 150 offices carried out at the
University of British Columbia campus across 2019/2020. A novel Bayesian inference methodology is applied to the expanded IEQ dataset to isolate meaningful correlations between perceived thermal comfort
and non-thermal metrics. It culminates in a proposed extension to the Fanger PMV thermal comfort model
to include the effects of meaningful non-thermal indoor conditions when predicting thermal satisfaction
and dissatisfaction. To determine whether non-thermal parameters can improve the prediction of indoor
thermal comfort and test the prior research findings, 15 different cases of thermal and non-thermal variables
were studied. Each combination is used to define a logistic regression model that seeks to relate the probability of an occupant feeling thermally satisfied, or dissatisfied, to parameters of thermal and non-thermal
IEQ.
The posterior prediction results of the Bayesian models reveal that there exist significant correlations between surveyed thermal comfort and many non-thermal parameters of IEQ. Many of these significant correlations align with the previous results found by the 17-years old dataset. The significance of all the investigated models was tested using three different cross-validation methods: The Odds Ratios, Bayes Factors
and WAIC scores. The results revealed that, in several cases, there is evidence to suggest that several
non-thermal parameters do have an independent effect on perceived thermal dissatisfaction/satisfaction,
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at least in the open-plan office. Having repeatable results under different datasets types and a variety of
model input conditions and using a new set of experimental procedures and methodologies indicates that
the previous results and findings are robust and significant.
This research advances a novel technique for improving current thermal comfort models while filling a
prevailing research gap vis-à-vis standard models of thermal comfort is that these models have not always
accurately predicted true thermal comfort observations found in the field. This is the first research to suggest that there exist correlations between measured non-thermal parameters of IEQ and perceived thermal
comfort and that predictions of thermal comfort can be possibly improved by implementing metrics on
non-thermal indoor environmental quality.
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